NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS VS. BUFFALO BILLS
Saturday, December 21, 2019 • 4:32 p.m. • Gillette Stadium

PATRIOTS OFFENSE

WR: 13 Philip Dorsett II 15 N’Keal Harry 16 Jakobi Meyers
LT: 76 Isaiah Wynn 77 Marshall Newhouse 74 Korey Cunningham
LG: 62 Joe Thuney 65 Jermaine Eluemunor
C: 75 Ted Karras 66 James Ferentz
RG: 69 Shaq Mason 66 James Ferentz
RT: 61 Marcus Cannon 74 Korey Cunningham
TE: 84 Ben Watson 83 Matt LaCosse 85 Ryan Izzo
WR: 11 Julian Edelman 14 Mohamed Sanu Sr. 18 Matthew Slater
QB: 12 Tom Brady 4 Jarrett Stidham 6 Cody Kessler
RB: 26 Sony Michel 38 Brandon Bolden 37 Damien Harris
RB: 28 James White 34 Rex Burkhead

BILLS DEFENSE

LDE: 93 Trent Murphy 92 Darcy Johnson
DT: 97 Jordan Phillips 91 Ed Oliver
DT: 98 Star Lotulelei 94 Corey Liuget 96 Vincent Taylor
RDE: 55 Jerry Hughes
SLB: 58 Matt Milano
MLB: 49 Tremaine Edmunds 51 Julian Stanford
WLB: 57 Lorenzo Alexander 52 Corey Thompson
CB: 27 Tre’Davious White 29 Kevin Johnson
CB: 39 Wallace Gilberry 29 Kevin Johnson
N CB: 24 Taron Johnson 33 Siran Neal
SS: 21 Jordan Poyer 31 Dean Marlowe 46 Jaquan Johnson
FS: 23 Micah Hyde 28 Kurt Coleman

PATRIOTS SPECIALISTS

K: 2 Nick Folk
P: 7 Jake Bailey
H: 7 Jake Bailey
PR: 14 Mohamed Sanu Sr. 11 Julian Edelman
KR: 38 Brandon Bolden 18 Matthew Slater
LS: 49 Joe Cardona

BILLS SPECIALISTS

PK: 4 Stephen Hauschka
P: 9 Corey Bojorquez
H: 9 Corey Bojorquez
PR: 18 Andre Roberts
KR: 18 Andre Roberts
LS: 69 Reid Ferguson 85 Lee Smith

Patricia’s pronunciations:
Ja’Whaun Bentley …… jah-WAHN
Shilique Calhoun ……. she-LEEK kal-HOON
Joe Cardona …………. jo-DEE-NOH
Byron Cowart …………. BY-ron cow-AART
Philip Dorsett II ……. DOH-set II
Jermaine Eluemunor …….. ehr-DOO-oh muh-NOR
James Ferentz ………….. JAY-mez fa-REN-tz
Stephon Gilmore ………….. STEF-i-on gil-MORE
N’Keal Harry ………….. nuh-KEYL
Don’ta Hightower …………. don-TAY
Ted Karras ………….. TEED kahr-uhz
MalCOLM Cole …………… MAL-uhm col-MULL
Sony Michel ………….. soh-EE mih-SHELL
Jerrett Stidham ………….. jee-RAYT sti-DAM
Joe Thuney ………….. JOH-thay
Shilique Calhoun ………….. she-LEEK kal-HOON
Corey Liuget ………….. KOR-ee LOO-get
Korey Cunningham ………….. KOR-ee cum-MING-gin
Marshall Newhouse ………….. Mahr-SEL new-HOHZ

Today’s game is presented by:

TODAY’S OFFICIALS

Referee ………….. John Hussey (35)
Field Judge ………….. Allen Baynes (56)
Umpire ………….. Alan Eck (76)
Line Judge ………….. Carl Johnson (101)

NOTE: Rookies are underlined.
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BUFFALO BILLS

HEAD COACH: SEAN McDERMOTT
ASSISTANTS: Bob Babich (Linebackers), Bobby Babich (Safeties), Bob Boria (Defensive Tackles), Mike Pettit (Defensive End/Linebackers), Dennis Thurman (Defensive End/Linebackers), Jim Schwartz (Defensive Linebacker), John Egoruov (Defensive Quality Control/Linebackers), Heath Farwell (Special Teams Coordinator), Leslie Frazier (Defensive Coordinator), Bill Callahan (Defensive Linebackers), Chad Hixon (Defensive Linebackers), Terry Heffernan (Offensive Linebacker), Bobby Johnson (Offensive Linebacker), Mark Loomer (Strength and Conditioning Assistant), Charlie Weis (Assistant Offensive Coordinator), Frank Zendejas (Offensive Linebacker), John Willingham (Defensive Coordinator), Shad Kehoe (Defensive Linebacker), Jim Salgado (Defensive Assistant), Kelly Skipper (Running backs), Matthew Smiley (Assistant Special Teams), Billy Deringer (Defensive Line), Sean Tierney (Offensive Assistant), Ryan Wendell (Offensive Assistant), Aaron Whitecotton (Defensive Assistant), Matt Worswick (Assistant Head Coach).